
APP AND DATA SECURITY THAT  
FOLLOWS USERS EVERYWHERE  
Your defenses and controls need to be where connections occur—the Internet. And you 
need to ensure that these connections are both fast and secure. Moving to the cloud creates 
tremendous advantages for productivity, agility and cost containment. Applications, 
infrastructure and users are now untethered from a physical perimeter. With secure access 
service edge (SASE) solutions, you can securely harness innovation, reduce risk and move 
toward zero-trust architecture. 

SASE PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY 
BUILT FROM THE GROUND UP
Sirius partners with Zscaler to help you apply modern architecture 
built for a cloud and mobile-first world. Accelerate your path to 
zero-trust maturity by transforming your networks with secure access 
for public and private applications. The Zscaler portfolio uses cloud-
first architecture to secure your move to the cloud and mature your 
zero-trust security posture with modern technologies, including one 
of the leading secure access service edge (SASE) solutions.

Our team of security experts is experienced with SASE architecture 
and can help you securely connect any user, device or app over any 
network using the Zscaler platform. Enable cloud access for your 
workforce, your customers and your apps, unburden your data center 
and improve your security posture with Sirius and Zscaler.
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These three services work together to create fast, secure connections between users and applications, and to easily monitor 
your users’ digital experiences with unprecedented end-to-end visibility.

Sirius’ national team of experts is uniquely positioned to help you enable the emerging power of SASE to combine essential 
security capabilities. We offer consultation and demonstrations to show you how Zscaler can reduce complexity and risk 
while delivering an exceptional user experience for the modern digital age.

ZSCALER INTERNET ACCESSTM  
ZIA provides secure internet and web 
gateway as a service from the cloud

• Cyberthreat protection
• Data protection (DLP/CASB)
• Secure local internet breakouts 

ZSCALER PRIVATE ACCESSTM 
ZPA provides the experience users want  
with the zero-trust access IT needs

• Remote app access without VPN
• Zero trust from office to data center
• B2B customer app access

ZSCALER DIGITAL EXPERIENCETM

ZDX offers continuous end-to-end 
visibility regardless of user location

• Performance scores by user, app  
and location

• Identify and resolve device and  
network issues

BENEFITS
• Always-on, enhanced protection 

across all users (ZIA)

• Fast, secure access to private and 
public applications with zero-trust  
network access (ZPA) 

• Superior end-user experiences 
(ZDX)

• Simplified IT and reduced costs with 
integrated, comprehensive services 
that consolidate and eliminate point 
solutions

• 100% cloud-delivered services 
providing the simplicity, enhanced 
security and improved user 
experience


